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cue dimension, across the 90 pairs of stimu:li. However, the common-dimension 

for a particular cue will not be in
I 

hypothesis predicts that the weights 

variant across the. the three linear 

equations were computed 

common! dimension differs. Therefore,

for ea;ch subject--one equation for
i 
I 

each stimulus set. These equations we�e: ! 
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where d(AB) represents the juaged difference between-the GPAs of Students 
. I 

I 
I 

I A and B (when A was chosen, the difference fas coded as positive; choice of 
I 

i B received a negative sign); the terms n., r., and q. are standardized 
]_ 

i
]_ ]_ 

regression �eights; and NA, NB' EA' EB, QA'[ and �
B are standard scores for

Stimulus A and Stimulus B for dimensions NAc::h, Eng, and Quant, respectively. 
--

1
-· · --

For purposes of this analysis, we define Stµdent A in Set N as the student 
I 
I 

who has scores on NAch and Quant, while Stu�ent B has scores on NAch and 
I 
I 
I Eng. In the test booklet, however, A and B1were randomly interchanged. 

I 
The weights n., e., and q. can be viewed as a measure of the relative 

]_ ]_ ]_ ·i

importance of each of the four items of inf6rmation (two common scores plus 
i 
I 

two unique scores) in determining the judged difference between students. 
I 

To facilitate the interpretations of these iveights in terms of relative 

importance, the stimuli were constructed sol that the four items of information 

were orthogonal (uncorrelated) across the 30 pairs in each stimulus set. 

The main 1l�othesis under study is that inforrriatioi:i will be weighted 
:J 

more highly when it is common to both students than when it is unique to 

one of the students. This hypothesis implies that the sum of the absolute 

values of the two weights for the common dimension in a set should exceed 

the sum of the weights for that same dimension in the two other stimulus sets 

where that dimension was unique. 
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